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E D IT O R ' S  L E T T E R
By Tanja Kern, Associate Publisher & Editorial Director

What You’ll See at NeoCon 2022

Photo: NeoCon.

Each year at NeoCon, thousands gather together at theMART in Chicago to connect, learn, and share the latest

innovations in design for workplace, healthcare, hospitality, retail, education, public space and government. This year’s

edition will run June 13-15, 2022, and, in addition to showcasing cutting-edge new product launches from hundreds of

established and emerging brands, the event will offer an engaging lineup of compelling on-site and virtual programming.

Leading the charge, the 2022 keynote speakers include internationally renowned artist Nick Cave alongside founder,

principal and creative director for art and design studio Faust, Bob Faust; designer, artist and educator Bruce Mau; and

design futurist and educator, Shashi Caan.

Each day of the show will feature additional on-site presentations, including a talk led by Todd Heiser and Lily Diego of

Gensler Chicago offering an insider look into the upcoming MART 2.0 renovation project as well as additional

programming from industry experts including Royce Epstein (Mohawk Group), Karen McCallum (CBRE Design

Collective), the 2020-22 Designing a Better Chicago Grant Winners and Tanner Woodford (Design Museum of

Chicago), to name a few.

Here are a few other highlights that you will see at the show.

Mohawk Group will launch two collections in collaborations with ArtLifting: Painted Perspectives and Social

Canvas. As part of the company’s Better Together initiative, Mohawk Group is partnering with ArtLifting to

champion artists who are impacted by housing insecurity or disabilities. ArtLifting provides a platform and

creates opportunities for these underrepresented artists to amplify their voices and participate in the

contemporary art market.

“My goal is to make their invisible talents visible and by doing so, change stereotypes. Instead of de�ning people by

their circumstance, we should de�ne them by their talent,” said ArtLifting’s co-founder and CEO Liz Powers.

Spartan Surfaces is ringing in its �fth year hosting its annual open house: Monday, June 13 and Tuesday, June

14 from 11:00am – 5:00pm. They are inviting guests to “Escape The Mart” and pamper yourself with spa

services, sips and made-to-order food while exploring new products from Kahrs Upo�oor and American

Biltrite.

Kahrs Upo�oor at Spartan Surfaces is hosting the Sips & Mobile Showroom. Guests are invited daily 11am –

5pm for drinks and a seated lunch on Pink Taco’s outdoor patio.

Spa and Color Forcasting with American Biltrite: Enjoy food and drink from 11am – 5pm daily while exploring

the latest products from American Biltrite. Join in on a 30-minute color forecasting session to drive future

innovation, and reserve ahead a 30-minute no chip manicure or paraf�n wax pedicure.

Tanja Kern, associate publisher and editorial director of Floor Trends, joined BNP Media  in 2016. With more than 20 years of

editorial and strategic communications experience in  architecture and design, Tanja combines her journalistic acumen with a

passion for �ooring. She has a master’s degree in journalism from Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism.

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
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F IR S T  L O O K

Hardware Stores Present the Next
Frontier in Flooring Retail

By Tanja Kern

Halstead 's Allure Isocore LVT in Mooresville is one of the collections that will be sold in True Value stores globally. Photo: Halstead.

Halstead recently announced a hardware-channel exclusive partnership with True Value Company, the Chicago-based

hardlines wholesaler serving independent hardware retailers, to distribute Halstead’s Allure brand of �ooring products.

The move is presenting Halstead with a unique set of customers who have different wants and needs than those who

shop the home center and independent retail channels, according to Eric Anderson, president, Halstead.

True Value has 13 regional distribution centers and approximately 2,500 associates serving over 4,500 stores

nationwide and around the world.

“The True Value partnership is very important to us,” Anderson said. “There are four things that I call out that are

important. Number one: True Value is a trusted, iconic and globally recognized brand. Their customers value quality

products, exceptional service and product authority. The partnership expands our international reach to over 60

countries and provides a variety of retail formats to showcase our product.”

First unveiled to retailers during True Value's Spring Reunion in early March, the agreement initially provides its

customers with exclusive warehouse access to four warehoused SKUs in the industry’s most popular colors and eight

special-order SKUs in other colors. The two lines of product, one �oating and one loose lay, are being ordered for

shipment to retail stores in June. True Value will eventually carry the entire Allure catalog, the company said.

True Value said it identi�ed vinyl plank �ooring as a big area of opportunity for independent retailers, based on

feedback from its retail partners.

“Industry data also tells us that vinyl plank �ooring is one of the fastest-growing DIY projects for homeowners and

renters," said Jake Kalnitz, senior VP of merchandising, inventory and pricing, True Value. "Halstead is an industry

leader in �ooring and checked all of our boxes. Halstead offers the best quality products, best value and is an industry

trendsetter, continuing to innovate in the space with QuikGrip �ooring, for example. The Halstead team was a

tremendous partner through the entire process, and together we are able to build a custom program that works for

independent retailers.”

Customers who turn to True Value stores for �ooring are looking for a different shopping experience at a hardware

store.

“There’s another segment of True Value, loyal customers that are BIY: build it yourself," Anderson said. They’re

customers that build six to eight single family homes in a year on the side. Their projects are broader in scope. Both of

those segments are really a perfect �t for our products because our products are so fast and so easy to install.”

While many broader economic factors are creating a lot of uncertainty for consumers — ranging from market in�ation

to global supply chain disruptions — Kalnitz said the global pandemic has changed consumer buying behavior.

“Consumers are investing more time and money into their homes because they’re spending more time there or

purchasing a new one,” he said. “DIY projects are still strong as consumers add utility and value to where they live.

Whether it’s growing a beautiful lawn, upgrading to new smart home technologies, or �nally putting in that new luxury

vinyl �ooring into your basement, True Value’s network of independent hardware retailers are there to help consumers

get their job done.”

While a majority of DIY projects are initially researched online, Kalnitz said most DIY project purchases are actually

done in-store as consumers look for guidance and expertise in completing that job.

“True Value retailers are invested in and are a part of the local fabric of the communities they serve,” he said. “These

stores have demonstrated an ability to provide innovative products and expertise to help customers complete DIY

projects as simply and effectively as possible.”

The hardlines wholesaler is building an omni-channel approach to communicate with consumers that independent

hardware stores now play in the �ooring space.

“For True Value, that starts with educating our independent hardware store owners about this exciting opportunity,"

Kalnitz said. "We provide them with the tools and resources to put customers at ease, proving that �ooring doesn’t have

to be an overwhelming task with way too many selections. The customer’s local True Value store can support their DIY

—and other—project needs.”

True Value stores encompass a number of store formats, including Urban Hardware, which are larger than traditional

True Value stores and have a softer, showroom-like setting. Anderson said the team is putting the �nal touches on in-

store merchandising plans and will unveil them in the coming months.

Jake Kalnitz, senior VP of merchandising, inventory and pricing, True Value. Photo: True Value

Eric Anderson, president, Halstead International. Photo: Halstead.
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R E TAIL  IN S IGHT

From the Garage to the Gallery:
Farmhouse Stone

By Beth Miller

Jones specializes in outdoor spaces, sourcing unique stones for patios and pool projects. Photo: Farmhouse Stone.

Jennifer Jones, owner of Farmhouse Stone in Houston, Texas, started her natural stone and tile business in her garage.

She decided to take a leap of faith to open her �rst showroom and has grown from 700 square feet to 3,000 square feet

over a four-year period. Jones discusses the bene�ts of being a member of Women in Stone and offers advice to other

female entrepreneurs who may be considering opening their own �ooring galleries.

CHECK OUT VIDEO NOW.

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
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# S T YL E S T O R IE S

Mohawk Color + Design Summit 2022

By Tanja Kern  

Annette Sandhu, retail sales associate, Springs Carpets in Houston, Texas, and Sara Carlson, sales consultant for Brentwood Flooring
America in Raleigh, North Carolina, work with Mohawk colorist Elizabeth Pace and product manager Claire Hider on the Mohawk
brand palette. Photo: Floor Trends.

Product design begins early—two years in advance, in fact—at Mohawk. This spring, Mohawk’s color and design team

invited �ve seasoned retailers and product experts to help them curate palettes for Mohawk and Karastan 2024 soft

surface launches.

Participants came from across the country and included: Sara Carlson, sales consultant for Brentwood Flooring

America in Raleigh, North Carolina; Andrea Lauer-Mummau, VP soft surface buying for CCA Global; Alison Russell,

director of operations, NY Carpets & Flooring in Anaheim, California; Annette Sandhu, retail sales associate, Springs

Carpets in Houston, Texas; and Lori Vaynstein, designer shower room manager, Worldwide Wholesale Carpet in

Edison, New Jersey.

WATCH VIDEO NOW.

Each participant was selected for their savvy design sense, eye for color, and keen understanding of what consumers

want—and will want—in the coming years.

“We are having so much fun creating a color line,” said retailer Alison Russell. “We have a large �ooring store and work

with a lot of consumers in residential, and so for us, we are working hand-in-hand with consumers and what they want

and what designers are looking for, so it’s important to have this connection with the manufacturer.”

The women were lead by Mohawk’s newest design team members,  Audrea Keiber, director of design and development,

and colorist Elizabeth Pace. Keiber comes to Mohawk with 30 years of experience working in global product design and

innovation in a range of markets including consumer goods, automotive and aviation. Pace has been in the �ooring

industry since 2008 when her father opened the family business in central California. In 2016, she began working as a

sales rep for high-end fashion at Royalty Carpet Mills, and when the company shut down in 2017, she landed a role as a

sales rep with Mohawk in the San Francisco Bay area.

“The goals today were to bring all of the trends from the different regions, align them into one deck, go through them

collectively as a team, and see where the crossovers were,” Keiber said. “We dilute that into color lines for the Mohawk

brand and the Karastan brand. Next, we will take these color lines and the other feedback that we learned from the

ladies here today and take action on those to make our products and color lines better.”

In advance of the event, each participant was asked to send a trend story and a suggested color palette of what they

envision will be trending in 2024. After discussion with the group, they spent a full day at the Mohawk Design Studio

where they worked together to come to consensus on the two brand palettes. They worked with the Mohawk

manufacturing team who created the correct hues for each colors swatch and watched the tufting machine produce

instant samples of actual carpet for them to work with.

The designers’ efforts resulted in two beautiful palettes. For Karastan, the palette called Renewed Transformation

incorporates warm hues—neutrals with slightly pink undertones alongside more saturated hues of blue, blue-green,

gray and rust. The Nature’s Serenity palette for Mohawk features a blend of warm and cool neutrals alongside pastel

green and blue.

Annette Sandhu, retail sales associate, Springs Carpets in Houston, Texas, and Sara Carlson, sales consultant

for Brentwood Flooring America in Raleigh, North Carolina, work with Mohawk colorist Elizabeth Pace and
product manager Claire Hider on the Mohawk brand palette. Photo: Floor Trends.

The women were lead by Mohawk’s newest design team members,  Audrea Keiber, director of design and development,

and colorist Elizabeth Pace. Keiber comes to Mohawk with 30 years of experience working in global product design and

innovation in a range of markets including consumer goods, automotive and aviation. Pace has been in the �ooring

industry since 2008 when her father opened the family business in central California. In 2016, she began working as a

sales rep for high-end fashion at Royalty Carpet Mills, and when the company shut down in 2017, she landed a role as a

sales rep with Mohawk in the San Francisco Bay area.

“The goals today were to bring all of the trends from the different regions, align them into one deck, go through them

collectively as a team, and see where the crossovers were,” Keiber said. “We dilute that into color lines for the Mohawk

brand and the Karastan brand. Next, we will take these color lines and the other feedback that we learned from the

ladies here today and take action on those to make our products and color lines better.”

(Above) The Mohawk 2024 soft-surface palette incorporates a number of soft neutrals and pastels.

In advance of the event, each participant was asked to send a trend story and a suggested color palette of what they

envision will be trending in 2024. After discussion with the group, they spent a full day at the Mohawk Design Studio

where they worked together to come to consensus on the two brand palettes. They worked with the Mohawk
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Are Home Renovations
Beginning to Slow?

By Tanja Kern

Surfaces in the homes continue to see upgrades. Houzz reports that 38% of homeowners added new hard-surface �ooring, 13% added
new carpeting, and 28% added new tile walls or backsplashes. Photo: Alexandra Crafton © Houzz.

Home renovation activity and spend have reached the highest rates reported since 2018, but momentum may be

slowing.

The Home Improvement Research Institute (HIRI), the nation’s resource for market research concerning the home and

building products industry, has forecasted consumer spending on home improvement products will steady after two

years of extreme demand following the COVID-19 pandemic.

Rising in�ation, reduced real household income and completed projects led HIRI to forecast that overall consumer

market sales will increase by 2.8% in 2023 to $382.5 billion. Looking at growth over the last 10 years, the 2.8%

increase re�ects a healthy market. In 2020 and 2021, consumer spending on home improvement soared to 15% and

13.3%, respectively, as homeowners invested time and money into their spaces that served as homes, of�ces, schools,

gyms and more. “The extreme increase in demand for home improvement products that we witnessed because of the

pandemic was bound to calm sooner or later,” said HIRI Research Director Matthew Craig. “While consumer spending is

easing slightly on home improvement products, it is important to emphasize that any future boost is compounded on

previous unprecedented growth. The market is still performing very well.”

HIRI reports differing economic circumstances and homeowner needs as reasons for the shift in consumer demand.

This year, households are seeing real income decline as in�ation climbs and stimulus payments recede. The forecast

predicts U.S. real disposable income to decline by 3.5% in 2022 after climbing 2.2% in 2021.  

For those left unaffected, disposable funds are expected to be directed toward hobbies or other major purchases, as

many report pandemic-era projects being brought to completion. However, contractor-led projects are expected to see

an uptick as homeowners become comfortable allowing professional help into their living spaces again.

Retailers are looking for coordinated products—pavers, tiles, pool copings and LVT—that offer dealers an opportunity to boost the
renovation project scope. Photo: MSI.

More than half of homeowners renovated their homes in 2021 (55 %), according to 2022 Houzz & Home Study.

These renovations are up from 53 % in 2020 and 54 % in both 2019 and 2018. Home renovation activity continues

into 2022, with over half of homeowners planning to renovate (55 %) and nearly half planning to decorate (46 %) this

year.

“Market fundamentals, including limited and aging housing stock, continue to propel the home renovation market,” said

Marine Sargsyan, Houzz staff economist. “Homeowners are clearly committed to investing in their homes despite

heightened product and material costs driven by supply chain disruptions and are exploring diverse funding sources.

This is especially pronounced among recent homebuyers, who rely heavily on cash from previous home sales to fund

their projects and spend signi�cantly more than the national median.”

Following the 15 % growth in median spend last year, homeowners report an additional 20 % jump in median

renovation spend at $18,000. This growth can be attributed to homeowners with higher budget projects (the top 10%

of spend) increasing their investment from $85,000 in 2020 to $100,000 in 2021.

Investment Rises in Interior Rooms

Median spend increased across nearly all interior room renovations in 2021, according to  Kitchens, which remain the

most popular interior room to be upgraded and the room that commands the highest spend, saw an increase in spend

of 25 % compared with 2020 ($15,000 versus $12,000, respectively). Interior rooms that saw the most dramatic

increase in spend included guest bathrooms (38 %), laundry rooms (33 %), living rooms (33 %) and guest bedrooms

(28 %).

Houzz reports that more homeowners sought help from professionals for their renovations. Photo: Lucy Call © Houzz.

Kitchen renovations top the list of popular interior upgrades among short-term homeowners, with 28% making over

this space, followed by bathroom remodels and additions.

That said, homeowners who had lived in their home for �ve years or less invested as much in their kitchen in 2021 as

homeowners of all residency lengths ($15,000 median). Median spend by short-term homeowners on primary

bathroom projects was nearly 11% less than median spend among homeowners of all residency lengths.

Surfaces in the homes continue to see upgrades. Houzz reports that 38% of homeowners added new hard-surface

�ooring, 13% added new carpeting and 28% added new tile walls or backsplashes.

Consumers Continue to Remodel Outdoor Spaces

While the renovation of outdoor spaces has declined slightly since its peak activity in 2020 (54% of homeowners

renovated outdoors in 2021, versus 57% in 2020), there are still a lot of projects happening in this space.

"We're seeing higher consumer demand for home design and remodels with seamless indoor to outdoor �ow," said MSI

Creative Director Emily Holle. She noted that the company's coordinated products—pavers, tiles, pool copings and LVT

—offer dealers a one-stop shop that is aimed to help retailers increase project scope and boost ticket sales.

There is higher consumer demand for home design and remodels with seamless indoor to outdoor �ow. Photo: Marazzi.

While many companies have moved into kitchen, bath and plumbing to capture larger project tickets, Cali is also seeing

a big opportunity with outdoor spaces. "We feel that 'Your Floor Outdoor' falls into that new category—it's a bolt-on,"

said Bob Fish, vice president and general manager, Cali. "You're in the house and the consumer's comfortable with you.

Why not sell the deck? Why not sell them turf? Why not sell the outdoor rugs?"

Demand grows for home professionals

Houzz reports that more homeowners sought help from professionals for their renovations in 2021 than in the year

prior (89% versus 87%, respectively). Homeowners relied more heavily on specialty service providers (49%) than other

professionals for help with projects that required electrical and plumbing expertise. That said, both construction and

https://continuingeducation.bnpmedia.com/
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F L O O R  IN S P E C T IO N

Who’s Policing the Flooring Police?

By Beth Miller

Carpet tile issues are reported every single day by �ooring inspectors and installers across the country. Photo: David Horan.

Recently, a �ooring inspector reached out to share a story about a �ooring failure that he had been called to inspect.

The claim stated that the carpet tiles had curled. The �rst inspector was MIA and the independent �ooring inspection

school that commissioned him was up in arms over the report as well as the missing inspector. It seems it would not be

far removed to assume he was in someone’s trunk over a bad report. The second inspector was reluctant to go but did

so anyway.

Turns out the owners of the facility in which the carpet tile had been installed had decided to turn off the HVAC unit

during the pandemic to “save money.” The adhesive underneath the carpet tile was not given adequate time to dry

before the system was shut off. Some of the spaces had walls of windows, and the carpet tiles were baked by the heat of

the sun while the other spaces were completely in the shade. The carpet tiles in the shaded rooms miraculously

managed to survive.

The �ooring inspection school insisted that the carpet tile did not have an adequate amount of adhesive and wanted it

replaced at the expense of the installer. Flooring inspector number two found the facility owner at fault for turning off

the HVAC unit before the �oorcovering adhesive had time to dry.

This scenario is one of thousands reported every single day by �ooring inspectors and installers across the country. In

this particular case, the inspector provided an unbiased report despite the insistence of the inspection school to alter it.

Had the report been altered to re�ect the installer at fault, the ending would have been very different.

At a time when the �ooring industry is working furiously to come up with solutions to supply chain issues, installer

shortages and ever-changing product demands, what is it to toss another log on the pyre? Money is being pulled off the

table for someone when an inspector is called, whether that is the homeowner, building owner, the retailer, the installer,

the builder or the �oorcovering manufacturer. Someone pays when an installation goes awry. But how do you know if

the person responsible for passing judgment is going to tell the truth? How do you know if the credentials that inspector

is �ashing are legitimate? Who is policing the �ooring police?

Ask a trusted source for a

referral.

Ask to see a resume: Both

independent school and �ooring

association certi�cations should

be present.

A pro is willing to educate and

not humilate.

How to  find a qualified floor ing inspector .

Building a Flooring Foundation

Flooring inspectors have the option to get certi�ed by any number of independent schools offered across the United

States. Most schools require some level of experience in the �ooring industry before one is allowed to attend. The

experience required can be as little as three years in the industry, working in retail, as an installer, as a tech for a

manufacturer—the list goes on. It appears that it does not matter what the experience consists of as long as it is in the

�ooring industry.

There is a difference between an independent �ooring inspection school and certi�cations that can be attained through

category-speci�c associations like the National Wood Flooring Association (NWFA). Associations aside, the

independent schools are viewed as a hit or miss according to the �ooring inspector community.

David Horan, owner of Pro Floor Services in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, has been a �ooring inspector for nearly 30

years. “Anyone can get a �ooring inspection certi�cation,” he said.

According to Horan, it is not uncommon for someone with 20 or more years in the industry to be sitting in a �ooring

inspection certi�cation course next to someone with little to no experience and both exit the course with the same

certi�cation. Early in Horan’s career during an inspection training at an independent school, he witnessed a �re�ghter of

20 years graduate from the course alongside others like himself who had been in the �ooring industry for a number of

years.

Horan stresses the importance of �ooring installation experience when getting a �ooring inspection certi�cation, “If you

were a dealer, a retail salesperson, a wholesale distributor rep, that’s all wonderful. If you’ve never installed, you

shouldn’t be inspecting �oors. [However,] there’s guys out there who do perfectly �ne.”

Flooring installation experience is so important to producing a quality and professional �ooring inspector that the

National Wood Flooring Association (NWFA) changed the pre-requisites for its Certi�ed Wood Flooring Inspector

course about �ve years ago, according to Brett Miller, vice president of technical education and certi�cation, NWFA.

Now, each applicant is required to have hardwood installation experience in addition to sanding and �nishing

experience before he or she is allowed to complete the inspector course.

Questioning Inspector Education

Unlike the associations who have committees �lled with industry professionals who have years of �ooring installation

and/or industry experience to create their certi�cation curriculum, independent schools rely on technical product

information supplied by the mills in addition to the industry experience they possess, however large or small that might

be.

Beth Brown, president and CEO, Flooring Consultants and Inspection Training Services (FCITS) in Dalton, Georgia,

explains that her curriculum is developed largely through a partnership with the local mills. “I have manufacturers who

come in and help me teach about their products,” she said. “I have to keep up to date on these new products; resilient is

changing daily. My curriculum is approved by the manufacturers and the standards committees.”

Some independent schools are more credible because they try to work with the �ooring manufacturer claims

departments, said Jon Namba, president, Namba Services, Inc. “The claims departments will get with groups such as

NICFI (National Institute of Certi�ed Floorcovering Inspectors),” he said. “NICFI gets together in Dalton, usually once a

year, and brings in claims managers from several manufacturers to work with them to see what information they need

from the inspectors.”

Additionally, once someone completes an inspector training, it is not necessary to maintain that certi�cation to remain a

�ooring inspector. The schools do not police or reinforce the certi�cations, and it is not their responsibility to do so.

When someone signs up for an independent school course, it is just that—independent. It is up to the inspector to

maintain certi�cations and monitor them to determine what is relevant and needed at that time.

For example, Steven Johnston, owner of Steven Johnston Inspections & Consulting in Lexington, North Carolina, has

more than 20 years of experience in �ooring. His résumé is �lled with the alphabet soup of �ooring certi�cations:

FCITS, CTEF, IFCI, IICRC, ITS, NWFA, NOFMA, NALFA and CFIU. When asked why so many, he explained that the

education is what is important to him— alongside building his reputation and ensuring that he has covered all the bases

when it comes to certi�cation.

The Answer

If you are looking for a professional inspector to complete a job, referrals are generally the number one way in which

�ooring inspectors get jobs. So, ask a trusted source. Next, review the inspector’s résumé or CV. They will have a long

list of �ooring experience. This will be complemented by a slew of acronyms from the �ooring industry that will be made

up of a mixture of associations and independent inspection schools. And, �nally, the inspector will be willing to educate

you on the process and walk you through the steps rather than rush you through or ignore your questions.

Johnston recommends that �ooring installers educate themselves. To start, take a �ooring inspection course and learn

what they are looking for to protect yourself against litigation. Challenge yourself by signing up with the NWFA. Take a

course on wood science at a local college. Sign up for that Resilient Flooring Inspector course offered by the Institute of

Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certi�cation (IICRC).



L E T ' S  TAL KF L O O R
By Dave Foster

Where is the Flooring Industry’s
Technology Headed?

Photo: Morsa Images/DigitalVision via Getty Images.

Todd Saunders, the CEO of Broadlume, is a mover and shaker in the �ooring industry. His company has netted a series

of industry acquisitions, including FloorForce, Creating Your Space, Retail Lead Management, RollMaster and the most

recent: BanaBoom. We had the opportunity to learn more about how Broadlume will use these technologies to improve

independent �ooring retailers’ businesses. The following are excerpts of this conversation, which you can listen to in its

entirety at �oortrendsmag.com.

TF: Todd, you recently announced the acquisition of BanaBoom, talk about them
and the rationale behind that acquisition.

Saunders: We are excited to acquire BanaBoom for three main reasons. The �rst one is the technology side. They have

an unbelievable underlying technology. I think it’s best-in-class in the industry—it’s all been built over the last three

years, and it’s all cloud-based; it's just no one has heard of them.

The second thing, also important to us, is security. Our industry does not take security nearly as seriously as it should.

We talk to retailers that want to sell their businesses. When they set out to sell, they need to do so with a system

complete with customer and historical records. One security breach and everything valuable to the business over the

past 30 years can be gone. We're trying to take security up a level in the cloud, and the technology is another reason

why we acquired BanaBoom.

The third reason is the component of bringing on Josh Pendergrass, CTO and founder of BanaBoom. There are very

few people that are great engineers and also �ooring retailers, Josh might be the only one. Bringing Josh into the

company to help us build Broadlume �ooring software and Broadlume ERP, which is a combination of RollMaster and

BanaBoom features.

TF: Tell us about Josh Pendergrass.

Saunders: Josh ran carpet stores in Arizona. He was frustrated by the available �ooring industry software. We acquired

RollMaster, which did include some frustrating elements, but we acquired it because we felt we can make it better. The

acquisition of BanaBoom continues down that path to make it better. Having Josh as another voice around the table will

help us build out more features and functionality and will be super helpful for us going forward.

TF: Talk about how RollMaster and BanaBoom complement each other.

Saunders: They do complement each other, and solve retail issues such as inventory management, reporting,

accounting, bar and QR coding, showroom pricing, job costing—basically areas to help retailers streamline their

businesses.

We are investing a great deal of money—up to $20 million in our software of the future—taking the best parts of

RollMaster and BanaBoom and building a single integrated solution, which we will launch as a new �ooring software,

probably called Broadlume Flooring Software. The �rst people we're taking care of in this transition are RollMaster

customers, and the backend for them will not change. We are focusing on making transitions easy, providing early

access to all the new features, and we will start onboarding new customers from there.

TF: I suspect most see offering tools that are in the cloud as an advantage
for a retailer, not having to maintain a server and the costs that go along
with it—talk about the additional advantages.

Saunders: When we refer to the cloud, we really mean servers protected and run by AWS or Amazon. That's one point.

The second is security. All retailer’s records, customers’ records, personal data, and business records can be lost forever

with one keystroke. Industry manufacturers have been cyber-attacked, and other industry software companies have

also been cyber-attacked. It might not seem like a headache now, but when selling their businesses, retailers will realize

a cost of 10% or 20% over the loss of important records. It’s really a new form of terrorism, and everyone is vulnerable.

Also, looking at how much of the industry’s software, including ours, needs to be easier to use and easier to onboard.

We feel it takes too long to get onboarded and set up. It's a prime reason why many retailers stay with QuickBooks or

don't use software at all—because it's complicated and dif�cult to set up.

A major portion of the simpli�cation process will be simplifying onboarding and interfaces, making the system much

more powerful to use. We want our software to be an Apple or Google-like experience where it's complex, yet very

simple. You can learn to use an iPhone and not have all these extraneous buttons and interfaces. Our new software will

be much easier to use and easier to get started.

TF: I have the impression that many retailers are apprehensive about putting
their data in the cloud, fearing who might have access to it. Is this a
dif�cult hurdle to overcome?

Saunders: That’s an education area. Anyone using a browser is in the cloud. Basically, everything done online is in the

cloud. The cloud is at this point a staple, what you need.

I'm not saying you don't need backups of your records. Records can be backed up by retailers on their own server,

although we perform backups of our cloud, so it's not necessary. I would say a bigger hurdle is not that retailers don't

want to put their information in the cloud. The problem is what’s involved in onboarding—the upfront costs and time

involved to get started.

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/media/podcasts/2708-talkfloor-podcasts/play/2145-broadlume-s-acquisition-of-banaboom
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F L O O R  AC AD E MY B R IE F IN G
By Kyle Hedin

You Must Attend Flooring Industry Events

If you are not getting involved with the industry and keeping up with new developments, you are falling behind. This year, I added
Coverings to my agenda, and I’m glad I did. Photo: Ron Nash.

As a guy who doesn’t �t into any of the major categories within this industry, my podcast has �lled a role across all of

them. I’m not a wood guy; I’m not a carpet guy; and I’m not a tile guy. I’m a plastic guy and sometimes an engineered

wood guy. There isn’t a major club for that role. With the podcast being business related, I have spanned the entire

�ooring and tile and stone industries. The language of business is universal, and if you sell donuts, I can probably �nd a

way to relate to you and �nd out about your inner workings. That being said, I’ve attended The International Surface

Event the past three years and the show �ts my needs fairly well. This year, I decided to add Coverings, the premiere tile

and stone event, to my agenda as well. I’m glad I did.

What does a guy who doesn’t install any tile or stone have to gain by attending a tile show? We won’t even talk about

the bene�ts of being able to promote the podcast. First and foremost, I was able to see a lot of friends from around the

country. We walked the show together, talked at booths, attended parties in the evening, and then said we would return

to our rooms but ended up at the hotel bar having another drink. Conversations range from just catching up to funny

anecdotes from projects to learning how to better run your business.

At Coverings, I was able to see a lot of friends from around the country; we walked the show together, talked at booths and discussed
how to better run your business. Photo: Kyle Hedin.

Next, I was able to learn about new products in the industry. Why does this matter to someone who doesn’t work in it,

you ask? I have clients who want tile showers and �oors or backsplashes. I am better able to assist my clients when I

have a working knowledge of what they are looking to accomplish and how the process will go. I can better align myself

with local contractors whom I know can deliver at a high level and offer superior installation services. I can bring back

knowledge about new tools or products to talk with local contractors about in my Arizona Flooring Installers Facebook

group which also has a monthly meetup. When cement board and topical waterproo�ng are king in your area along with

mud pans, it’s nice to know there are other options out there and to see who is interested in learning new things.

Lastly, it’s just a time to get your battery recharged. You may think you can’t afford to go to a show because of the cost

and the loss of income combined in one week. I’m going to tell you that you can’t afford not to go. With all of the above,

and the fact that you get a week off work, it’s a no brainer. As entrepreneurs we often burn the candle at both ends and

push ourselves too far. Attending a show is still work, but you are doing a different kind and it becomes a “work-cation.”

The downtime and time spent with friends and developing new relationships will reinvigorate your passion, let you

relax and help you �nd a place of peace again. You can return home feeling refreshed and attack your business from

new angles. Old problems become easily conquered. Some problems will virtually disappear because you realize it’s not

worth the concern.

Going to events allows me to bring back knowledge about new tools or products and to talk with local contractors. Photo: Kyle Hedin.

It’s not just about attending big events like Surfaces, Coverings or NWFA Expo. Even getting involved with smaller

events held by your local manufacturer reps are a great time. You can catch up with your rep, learn about new products,

meet other local contractors or even just get some free food. Staying informed in this ever-changing industry is a must

in my opinion. I’ve seen large-format tile explode onto the market as well as new mortars to handle it and new types of

wood glue. WPC and SPC came along and took over the LVP categories. All of these changes affect how you carry out

your projects. They change the ways in which you can approach your work and what you can offer clients. By not

staying informed and up to date, you are cheating yourself out of potential revenue streams or the ability to speed up

your work or save your body from damage by continuing to use older, heavier products.

In the evenings, I attended parties with friends, and instead of returning to our rooms, we ended up at the hotel bar having another
drink, catching up and talking about our projects. Photo: Kyle Hedin.

All in all, if you are not getting involved with the industry and keeping up with new developments, you are falling behind.

You will be one of the people claiming to have 40 years of experience using the same old technology with the cheapest

materials and not fully understand the value you bring to the table. I wish I knew why it was always 40 years. I always like
to try and �nd out if folks actually have 40 years of experience or one year of experience repeated 40 times. 

Attending a show is still work, but you are doing a different kind, and it becomes a “work-cation.” The downtime and time spent with
friends and developing new relationships will reinvigorate your passion, let you relax, and help you �nd a place of peace again. Photo:
Kyle Hedin.

Which side of the story would you like to be on? Personally, I don’t want to stop learning or evolving. I want to know

what is coming my way. I want to be involved and help in�uence where the industry goes in the future. For all of these

reasons, I believe you can’t afford not to be involved with industry events. So where will you be headed next? Who do

you want to meet? What do you want to learn about?

Don’t forget to tune into the Floor Academy Podcast every Wednesday on your favorite streaming app

of choice. Make sure to tell a friend how it can help them go from owning a job to owning a business, and

from owning a business to owning an asset.

https://flooracademypod.com/
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I N S TA L L AT I O N

Three Essential Steps for Successful
Bath and Shower Installations

By John McIntyre

High-performance, ready-to-use grouts take much of the guesswork out of tiling showers and baths. Photo: SikaTile.

Bath and shower installations make up a huge portion of projects installers are called to undertake on a daily basis. They

can also be the most problematic if not executed properly. For this reason, the standards and speci�cations presented

by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the Tile Council of North America (TCNA) Handbook are

indispensable to anyone attempting a tile shower or bath project. Just as important, though, are having the correct

materials and applying them properly to help guarantee your work will leave customers with safe, lasting tile surfaces.

Waterproof Properly

The average U.S. shower lasts 7.8 minutes and uses 15.8 gallons of water. That means a family of three runs

approximately 17,000 gallons of water through the bath or shower tile assembly. As far as that family knows, it’s the

grout keeping the water from compromising the tile system and damaging their home and possessions. We as tiling

professionals understand that it takes more to prevent installation failure.

Whether you are installing a “water in, water out” or sealed shower system, some form of concealed waterproo�ng

system needs to be applied beneath the setting mortar on walls and adequately sloped �oors. The �exibility and cost-

ef�ciency of waterproof membranes make them the go-to solution for many in our industry. The membranes’ primary

functions are to prevent water from creeping beyond the setting mortar and to transport the water to the drain as

quickly as possible. While there are many waterproof membrane systems available to installers, the two leading types

are sheet and liquid applied.

Sheet membranes can be trimmed to size to �t most space requirements. They provide the same waterproo�ng

protection as liquid-applied membranes but only if they are installed precisely to manufacturer speci�cations. Sheet

membranes rely on the integrity of seams between sheets to prevent water in�ltration. When not installed properly,

these seams can create many points of failure that can upend an entire installation. This may result in property damages

and a complete rip-and-replace of the tile installation.

Liquid-applied membranes like SikaTile-100 Moisture Guard deliver greater �exibility as they can be brushed, rolled,

troweled or sprayed on to accommodate any space or shape. The membranes form a thin, continuous barrier free of

seams and failure spots. They are easily integrated into any drain assembly to provide uninterrupted runoff from the

sub-tile surface. Additional support and protection can be provided at change-of-plane areas by installing a product like

SikaTile-190 Reinforcing Fabric into the membrane system. And the strength and elongation of these liquid-applied

membrane systems grant exceptional crack isolation, inhibiting the transfer of fractures 1/8” wide to the tile surface.

It's important to ensure that your mortar is suitable for the environment in which it will be holding tile. Photo: SikaTile.

Find the Right Mortar

Once your shower or bath is waterproofed and �ood tested, you can start laying your tile. However, it’s important to

ensure that your mortar is suitable for the environment in which it will be holding tile. The mortar needs to be able to

hold up to intermittent to continual water exposure, supporting the tile or stone for decades. Organic mortars, also

known as tile mastics, are a non-starter due to their ability to host mold, so high-performance cementitious tile mortars

will produce the best all-around results.

It's also imperative to be sure the mortar’s strength and properties are suitable for the tile or stone type your customers

want. Do they want stone mosaic �oor? Are they asking for subway tile on the tub surround? You may need more than

one type of tile mortar for the bath or shower depending on the job requirements.

For instance, for customers who want to reduce the number of grout joints by embracing the large-format tile craze, you

will want a mortar that meets ANSI A118.4 or A118.15 standards. Premium-grade, single-component large and heavy

tile mortars like SikaTile-475 LHT Premium Set are designed to meet or exceed these requirements. The mortar is

formulated for non-sag, non-slump application of oversized, hefty tiles. It forms an instant bond while providing

extended open time to handle even larger gauged porcelain tile panels and slabs.

Having the right mortar isn’t everything, though. Following TCNA application speci�cations and the manufacturers’

instructions are essential to ensure your installations will last. Installation practices such as spot bonding are

unacceptable in any situation due to the tile weak spots it creates. And the voids created from spot bonding leave room

for mold growth in wet applications. Fortunately, mortars like SikaTile-475 LHT Premium Set have easy application that

yields up to 50 percent more coverage than other standard mortar products. It has enhanced workability and transfer

properties that will dissuade any installer tempted to take spot bonding shortcuts.

The �exibility and cost-ef�ciency of waterproof membranes make them the go-to solution for many in our industry. Photo: SikaTile.

Grout and Get Out

Grouting should mean your project is nearing its end. In reality, it’s where a number of issues can arise that will get you

called back to the jobsite to remedy. Choosing the wrong grout for the wet environment or improperly mixing and

applying the right grout will present problems almost immediately after the �rst few showers. For instance, standard

cementitious grouts must be mixed with clean, potable water to a speci�c ratio to cure properly. Overwatering or

cleaning too soon can cause blotches, discoloration or ef�orescence that may require additional products or strong

solvents to �x.

High-performance, ready-to-use grouts take much of the guesswork out of tiling showers and baths. Products like

SikaTile-Ultima Grout are premixed to alleviate the complications of improper mixture. It grouts joints from 1/16” to ½”

wide, making it the only grout product you will need for the installation. Colored quartz technology ensures color

consistency and stain resistance while avoiding ef�orescence. Antimicrobial agents inhibit mold and mildew growth

enabled by wet conditions. The grout can also be cleaned immediately after installation, further reducing the overall

project time.

Standards + Materials = Success

The standards we use today for bath and shower installations are the culmination of more than a millennium of practice

and experience. The same can be said for the tile-setting materials currently on the market. By closely adhering to the

time-honed standards and selecting products speci�cally designed to perform as needed in wet, demanding

environments, you can be sure that your bath and shower installations will provide ageless satisfaction for decades to

come.
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Four Must-Knows Before Converting
Tubs to Showers

By Matt Valore, Tile and Flooring Channel Sales Manager,  QuickDrain USA

Select QuickDrain’s Stream drain cover design in stainless steel or black �nishes to create a clean, industrial aesthetic. Photo:
QuickDrain USA.

Tub-to-shower conversions have become the standard when remodeling or renovating residential or multifamily

bathrooms; as a matter of fact, home and building owners can’t get rid of old bathtubs fast enough.

Bathrooms are getting more spacious, and shower footprints are increasing. There are several reasons why owners are

opting to replace tubs with larger walk-in showers. Many of these factors are in line with growing residential design

trends, including luxurious design, increased accessibility and easier maintenance.

However, �nding a cost-effective and ef�cient way to convert bathtubs to showers remains an all-too-common

challenge for building contractors.

The key is to �nd a product that has on-site, versatile components that will adapt to nearly any shower enclosure’s size

and conditions. The QuickDrain linear drain, for example, contains site sizable trough extension to provide coverage

from �nished surface to �nished surface, multiple waterproo�ng options, on-site adjustable pre-sloped PET

(polyethylene terephthalate) plastic foam shower panels and numerous design-matched drain cover options.

Below we share four must-know tips when planning to convert tubs to showers.

1. Overcoming challenging site conditions

More often than not, when you demo out a tub, you will run into different plumbing and �xture layout conditions in

practically every bathroom. Rarely will the tub you take out have a space that is exactly 30 by 60 inches, as it says on the

construction plans.

Find a solution that would allow you to adapt to unexpected plumbing rough-in con�gurations and various shower

enclosure sizes. Opt for a tile-ready and site-sizable pan to contend with any rough-in con�guration.

QuickDrain USA’s linear drain extensions, stackable spacers and covers ensure a perfect install each and every time, vertical-to-vertical
surface. Photo: QuickDrain USA.

QuickDrain linear drain bodies accommodate challenging changes in height (via stackable leveling spacers), in width (via

drain trough extensions), and outlet con�guration (via horizontal or vertical waste in 1 and a ½” and 2” connections.)

The drain trough extensions enable installers to move the drain body side-to-side to avoid any site-obstructions, while

still providing wall-to-wall coverage recommended for ef�cient drainage.

2. Saving time

If you were to lay a mortar bed while tiling a shower, you would have to let it cure, install the waterproo�ng and then

�nally come back the next day to perform the code required �ood test — taking up to three days to complete a shower.

To save time, opt for a system that includes a pre-sloped shower pan and topical sheet or liquid waterproo�ng

accessories. A pre-sloped pan will eliminate the inevitable human error involved with �oating a mortar bed.

Pre-sloped PET shower pan systems accommodate �nished shower dimensions between 32 inches to 72 inches, with

an interlocking design that can be quickly and easily modi�ed to any size or shape directly onsite.

Unlike conventional, pitched mud beds constructed over two days due to the multiple layers of mortar, PET shower

pans can complete a pan installation and be ready for tile in less than one day.

3. Addressing off-center drains

Frequently, when removing older tubs, the drains are set at different positions and often off-center. However, jack-

hammering or core-drilling through the concrete to adjust drain positioning is usually not an option for multi-story

buildings with structural �ooring constraints.  Since many buildings are constructed with post-tensioned slabs, core

drilling could compromise the building’s integrity.

It’s also usually too costly for the average homeowner to relocate a drain; however, a linear drain with a side-waste

outlet can connect to the drain line without moving the plumbing. The versatility of the linear drain system allows for

both vertical and side waste outlet con�guration options. It will accommodate an outlet that is not perfectly centered by

using trough extensions.

Made of extruded rigid PET plastic foam, QuickDrain’s pre-sloped
shower panels can be easily cut and pieced together without costly
customization. Photo: QuickDrain USA.

Aesthetically, an off-center outlet will not be an issue once the one-piece cover spans the entire width of the shower

concealing the fact the outlet was not perfectly centered.

4. Keeping up with the latest design trends

When remodeling residential bathrooms, the ultimate goal is to create modern, luxurious, spa-like spaces.

One of the biggest trends of 2020 and 2021 — and one that is sticking around in 2022 — is rose gold and matte black

�nishes for �xtures and shower drains. These �nishes made a big comeback in 2020 and have taken a new direction,

adding a luxurious look to showers. QuickDrain offers a range of linear and square drain covers in various �nishes,

including brushed stainless steel, matte black, rose gold and oil rubbed bronze.

From modern designs to shabby chic trends, a drain can take a bathroom design to the next level. QuickDrain’s

decorative drain covers can match trending styles, including contemporary design, mid-century modern, modern

farmhouse and industrial.

A wall-to-wall linear drain, from a design perspective, maximizes drainage and offers a clean look that enhances the

shower experience.

In addition, with a linear drain, you aren’t handcuffed to certain tile sizes that best work with a center-point drain that

slopes in all directions. In sharp contrast, linear drains open up new tile opportunities, especially large-format tile or

even mosaic tile sheets.

A cost-effective, ef�cient and versatile shower solution like QuickDrain’s linear drain system helps contractors adapt to

common jobsite irregularities — unexpected plumbing con�gurations and structural constraints — when converting

conventional tubs into spa-like, curbless or curbed shower retreats.

https://youtu.be/gibGydIv8WM
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Waterproo�ng for Exterior
Tile Installations

By Mitch Hawkins, Laticrete, Director, Technical Services

A critical task in laying outdoor tile or stone is surface preparation; addressing moisture concerns should be a key component of proper
surface preparation. Photo: sirtravelalot.

Exterior Home Renovations – Waterproo�ng Reigns  

As we plow full steam ahead in 2022, our team has noticed one common theme that has continued to reign over the last

two years: home renovation. Due to the pandemic and minimal new-home inventory, remodeling projects are showing

no signs of slowing down. Houzz, the home remodeling and design platform, recently disclosed that the home

improvement industry is at an ultimate high after releasing its annual U.S. State of the Industry report, which revealed a

four-year high in revenue growth.

From exterior overhauls to interior restorations, homeowners are honing in on parts of their abode that may be faded

or outdated and modernizing them to be contemporary and comfortable. One of the biggest trends we are seeing is

homeowners revamping their outdoor spaces to be more livable, with high-end kitchens, rooftop decks, pergolas and

spacious patios out�tted with newly installed large-format tile.

Because the home’s exterior is constantly exposed to water from a variety of environmental elements, large-format tile

exterior renovation projects are actually considered a challenging installation if not properly executed. These uncovered

outdoor living spaces can pose a problem as water may seep through and attack the underlying surface beneath the tile,

putting the overall installation at risk of failure. So, how do you protect your new surfaces and living spaces from this

water damage? Adding waterproo�ng to an installation is cost-effective and can be as easy as applying a waterproo�ng

membrane to the substrate—and, if done correctly, can help the renovation last a lifetime.

Exterior Tile Installations

Fortunately, installing outdoor tile is reasonably similar to interior installations. The main differentiating factor is the

tiles installed on the exterior are more exposed to certain elements and other conditions which a home’s interior is not.

Unlike the tile typically used for interior spaces, outdoor tiles need to be especially durable to withstand UV exposure,

thermal shock, possible vehicular traf�c, water exposure, and, in many climates, freeze/thaw conditions. Tiles most

commonly used in outdoor installations include porcelain tile and stone because they are thicker, denser and are better

suited for foot traf�c, as well as prevent water absorption. Even so, some adhered veneers used on exterior applications

may be porous and waterproo�ng the substrate to minimize the water that can work its way through the system and

into the concrete is a good idea.

Just like interior applications, a critical task in laying outdoor tile or stone is surface preparation. Addressing moisture

concerns should be a key component of proper surface preparation, and if not addressed, could result in additional

costs and repair time for installation failures in the long run. For any exterior horizontal tile installation, a solid concrete

base is required. For this type of tile installation, if the substrate is in poor condition— whether cracked, overly wet,

dirty, contaminated or not �at — the �nished �ooring performance can be compromised. Exterior concrete must be

made �at using a high performing mortar bed, such as Laticrete 3701 Forti�ed Mortar Bed. As the mortar bed is being

installed, ensure that the surface is �at and meets the Tile Council of North America �atness requirements based on the

size tile units being installed. This step can prevent hours of corrective work later on due to puddling, lack of slope to

drain and/or lippage.

Before installing the tile, a waterproo�ng and crack isolation membrane should be employed to reduce transmission of

cracks through the surface, minimize water getting into the substrate and decrease ef�orescence. Crack isolation and

anti-fracture membranes are designed to isolate tile and stone �nishes from minor in-plane substrate cracking. These

membranes can take the form of liquid applied and trowel applied systems. Additional characteristics such as

waterproo�ng properties are sometimes also included in these membranes.

Keep in mind, there are other exterior veneer building elements that may be required to incorporate into the assembly

to help protect the exterior surface from moisture and weather intrusion. These elements could include air and water

barriers, continuous rigid insulation, drainage planes, vapor retarders, etc.

Be Aware of All Conditions

In order to ensure the long term performance of a tile or stone installation, it is important to know and understand all of

the conditions to which the system will be exposed.

These conditions include, but are not limited to, usage type, orientation to the sun, traf�c type, water exposure, thermal

variation and freeze/thaw conditions. The use of a waterproo�ng and anti-fracture membrane on the concrete

substrate will help to minimize the effects of water intrusion from the top of the system as well as the potential for

freeze/thaw damage in cold climate zones. If water is allowed to enter the concrete and/or mortar bed, then damage

from freeze/thaw cycling can occur. Keeping water above the substrate will lower the chances of this damage from

occurring. The use of high strength, ANSI A118.15 adhesive mortars and ANSI A118.7 grouts will also provide

excellent performance and peace of mind.

Movement Joints are Critical

Proper allowance for movement is also a critical element to ensuring the endurance of any tile or stone installation.

Failure to allow for movement properly means that the adhered veneer can lose adhesion to the substrate, cause cracks

in the tile or stone, cause grout to crack, and allow water to get under the assembly. If a waterproo�ng membrane is

present, it will help to minimize water from getting into the concrete, but water will have much easier egress into the

adhesive layer immediately below the tile.

Follow the guidelines from the TCNA Handbook for Ceramic, Glass and Stone Tile method EJ-171 for movement joints.

Exterior applications require movement joints to be placed every 8 to 12 feet (2.44 to 3.66 m) in each direction. It is the

responsibility of the project design team to show the speci�c locations and details of movement joints on project

drawings.

Mitch Hawkins, Laticrete director, technical services, has been with the company for 20 years and held

various positions within the department. He has been instrumental in the development of many

technical services resource tools and the implementation of digital assets that have helped to

transform Laticrete technical support systems — all to bene�t customer needs by providing easy-to-use

and intuitive tools, including project speci�cation and green building support services.

https://www.houzz.com/
https://st.hzcdn.com/static/econ/2022_Houzz_US_State_of_the_Industry.pdf
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What is Underfoot Matters

Sponsored by Mohawk Group

How �ooring products deliver IAQ, wellness and health

This course provides a thoughtful discussion of why a holistic approach towards

sustainability is important. A multi-attribute approach towards product sustainability

from the different viewpoints of lifecycle, acoustics and indoor air quality are important.

Additionally, sustainability should be considered with an environmental and social

approach. Through this course, we will understand what aspects of sustainability should

be considered while choosing �ooring products. We will also examine third party product

and green building certi�cations, allowing the design professional tools to make

sustainable decisions with con�dence.

Photo courtesy of Mohawk Group

VIEW FULL COURSE

1 IDCEC CEU/HSW1 AIA LU/HSW

1 CIM CEU 0.1 IACET CEU

1 GBCI CE Hour

Learning Objectives

After completing this course, you should be able to:

4. Survey and apply the LEEDv4.1 and WELL Building standard, with a particular focus on the role of �ooring

within these standards.

To receive AIA credit, you are required to complete the entire course and pass the quiz. Visit ce.�oortrendsmag.com for

the complete course and to take the quiz for free.

1. Explain the human impact from design and materials used in the built environment and explore the multiple

environmental and social aspects that contribute toward a holistic approach to sustainability.

2. Analyze �ooring products and evaluate their impact upon indoor environmental quality.

3. Describe the materials, methods and approaches in �ooring and the certi�cations that help to secure a

sustainable environment.

As the world’s leading producer and distributor of quality commercial �ooring, Mohawk Group believes that better

�oor coverings emerge from better design, innovation, sustainability, project solutions and operational excellence.

Mohawk Group addresses the unique challenges and opportunities in contract interiors with a comprehensive carpet

and hard surface portfolio of all types and price points. As the commercial division of Mohawk Industries, the company

has a heritage of craftsmanship that spans more than 130 years. To learn more about our full line of �ooring products,

please visit MohawkGroup.com or call 1-800-554-6637.
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Below are premium listings from our Buyers Guide. For the complete buyers guide, CLICK HERE.
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